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Funding Vancouver’s Infrastructure 
Adaptation to Climate Change: A Feasibility 
Assessment of  Increased Federal-Municipal 
Transfers
Justine Desmond

Climate change adds new dimensions in terms of  both cost and urgency to the chal-
lenge of  municipal infrastructure financing. As coastal cities, Vancouver and New 
York face risks associated with rising sea levels and increased extreme weather events. 
These materialized in New York during Hurricane Sandy. As part of  the recovery 
effort, the US federal government has channeled vast amounts of  funding directly to 
New York City to improve the resiliency of  infrastructure to future climate impacts, 
along with large discretion over the use of  the funds. This paper examines whether a 
similar funding channel might be open to Vancouver that bypasses provincial 
involvement, given Vancouver’s specific institutional context. The analysis finds that 
because of  Canada’s failure in the 1970s to institutionalize a federal-municipal fiscal 
relationship in the same style as the US, path dependency makes it unlikely that 
climate change is a salient enough issue to warrant exclusion of  the provincial 
government.
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Introduction

The Canadian city of  Vancouver, British Columbia has since 2009 sought 
to become a global leader in climate action. A member of  the C-40 Cities 
Climate Leadership Group, Vancouver has set its sights on becoming the 
“greenest” city in the world by 2020 (Vancouver, 2012a). As part of  these 
efforts, in 2012 the City released its Climate Change Adaptation Strategy 
which identifies risks posed by climate impacts and explores measures to 
reduce them (Vancouver, 2012b). The Strategy recommends that action 
be taken to increase the budget for implementing various 
infrastructure adaptations. For example, to combat increased shoreline 
erosion affecting natural environments, the City must increase its budget 
for vegetation management of  cliffs and for maintaining existing beaches 
through sand import, log debris, and dredging. The associated costs are 
high. Earth dikes and sea walls alone will cost an estimated $255 to $510 
million (Ibid.). Vancouver faces a serious challenge in raising the 
necessary funds given the high degree of  constraint on its ability to 
unilaterally increase fiscal capacity. As a municipality in the Canadian 
federal system, the methods by which it can raise its own revenues are 
controlled by the province of  British Columbia (Sancton, 2010). While 
Canada’s municipal infrastructure deficit and associated fiscal gap are 
familiar governance challenges, the climate change imperative renews the 
urgency with which these issues must be addressed.

New York City has more than 520 miles of  waterfront and 400,000 
people in areas with a high risk of  flooding (New York City, 2015a). It 
is one of  the cities most vulnerable to hurricanes and coastal storms. In 
2012, Hurricane Sandy struck, causing billions of  dollars worth of  
damage to infrastructure systems and bringing climate change 
adaptation to the forefront of  the City’s priorities. Approximately $8.6 
billion is required to specifically fund infrastructure recovery and coastal 
climate change resiliency (Ibid.). The high cost of  climate change 
infrastructure adaptation faced by Vancouver is analogous to the 
Hurricane Sandy recovery costs faced by New York City. Also a coastal 
city, Vancouver faces similar risks to those that materialized during the
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hurricane: flooding from sea-level rise and extreme weather events 
(Vancouver, 2012b). While these are not necessarily on the same scale 
as New York due to lower population densities, they do require that the 
same kinds of  adaptation measures be implemented.  Moreover, New 
York City’s institutional context is similar to Vancouver’s. The US also 
has a constitutional division of  powers in which the federal government 
does not have jurisdiction over municipalities. Rather, municipalities are 
under the purview of  their respective states (US Const. amend. X). 

In the US, grant-in-aid programs provide an institutional mechanism 
for the transfer of  funds directly to cities from the federal government 
(Deangelo & Harvey, 1998). New York City has utilized this feature of  
the American system to access vast amounts of  money for its Hurricane 
Sandy recovery and resiliency effort. Given the analogous challenges and 
institutional landscape, it is worth exploring whether this strategy is a 
feasible option for Vancouver. Can the issue of  climate change 
provide the necessary impetus for the restructuring of  Vancouver’s 
revenue sources, such that the federal government provides a greater 
share? New York City also constitutes a microcosm in which we can 
examine what might happen to a city like Vancouver if  climate change 
infrastructure adaptation is not carried out. The problems now faced by 
New York, due to the lack of  preparedness of  its infrastructure in light 
of  an extreme weather event, are a cogent warning sign for the necessity 
of  addressing this governance challenge. 

First, this paper will outline Vancouver’s current sources of  revenue in 
order to demonstrate the need for increased federal-municipal transfers. 
Next, the features of  New York City’s Sandy recovery and resiliency 
effort will briefly be outlined, before delving into a comparison of  the 
institutional landscapes of  the federal-municipal fiscal relationship in the 
US and Canada. Finally, it will assess whether increased direct 
federal-municipal transfers to Vancouver are a feasible option for 
funding the infrastructure improvements required by the City’s Climate 
Change Adaptation Strategy. The analysis concludes with a finding that due 
to the phenomenon of  path dependency, Canada’s failure in the 1970s to 
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institutionalize a federal-municipal fiscal relationship in the same style as 
the US makes it unlikely that climate change is a salient enough issue to 
warrant exclusion of  the provincial government from municipal funding 
channels. 

Existing Policy Landscape

Own-Source Revenues 

McMillan (2004) describes two major sources of  revenue for Canadian 
municipalities: own-source revenues, such as property taxes and user fees, 
and intergovernmental transfers. Own-source revenues accounted for 
56.7 per cent of  British Columbia local government revenues in 2008; 
the other 42.4 per cent came from intergovernmental transfers (Statistics 
Canada, 2010). Large Canadian cities including Vancouver rely almost 
exclusively on provincial transfers and property taxation (Courchene, 
2004). Property taxes make up 57 per cent of  the Vancouver’s operating 
budget (Vancouver, 2015). The Vancouver Charter gives the City 
discretion to set tax rates, including business property tax rates. However, 
the province retains the ability to prescribe limits on levy rates and ratios. 
Fiscal systems with property taxes at their foundation suffer because the 
tax base does not grow with the economy or the population (Courchene, 
2004; UBCM, 2013). Infrastructure upgrade needs will soon force 
property taxes up to levels where the cost will become unacceptable for 
many businesses and residents (UBCM, 2013).

Given Vancouver’s ranking as the second most tax-competitive city in 
the world in 2014, this is especially problematic (Vancouver, 2015). The 
City has actively taken steps to keep tax rates competitive throughout the 
last decade, and keeping costs affordable for businesses and residents is a 
key priority going forward (Ibid.). It is not clear that the City would view 
increased own-source revenues via property tax hikes as a viable 
primary funding option for the high costs of  climate change 
infrastructure adaptation. Moreover, even if  priorities change as climate 
impacts begin to manifest in an increasingly visible way, there is always 
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a risk that the province could override Vancouver’s decision (UBCM, 
2014). Vancouver will need to increasingly look to intergovernmental 
transfers to cover its climate change infrastructure adaptation costs.
 
Intergovernmental Transfers 

There are a variety of  intergovernmental grant programs set up for both 
municipal infrastructure projects and environmentally sustainable 
development initiatives. All federal transfers are designated for specific 
expenditure purposes, whereas provincial transfers may be general or 
specific purpose with specific purpose grants dominating (McMillan, 
2004). General purpose transfers made up only 1.2 per cent of  British 
Columbia local government revenues in 2008, compared with 41.2 per 
cent for specific purpose transfers (Statistics Canada, 2010). Provincial 
unconditional grants are distributed by formula, usually on an equalizing 
basis, with some funds always allocated to every municipality 
(McMillan, 2004). Yet Courchene (2004) describes Canadian cities as 
among the most fiscally constrained in the world because provinces have 
not allocated to them a sufficient share of  taxes. According to his theory 
of  hourglass federalism, provinces have been unable to reduce 
health-related expenditures because of  the electoral salience of  
healthcare. This has resulted in a starvation of  virtually every other 
provincial policy area including local government, leaving room for cities 
to be more receptive to federal initiatives.

Federal grant programs for infrastructure are institutionalized via the 
federal Ministry of  Infrastructure and Communities. Many of  the grants 
available through this Ministry share a common thread in that they are 
channeled through federal-provincial or tri-level agreements, as opposed 
to being transferred directly to municipalities, in order to respect 
provincial jurisdiction over municipalities (McMillan, 2004). The most 
significant of  these is the New Building Canada Plan (NBCP), which 
continues a decade of  federal investment in infrastructure that began in 
2004 with Paul Martin’s New Deal for Canada’s Communities and was 
followed by Stephen Harper’s Building Canada Plan. To date the
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NBCP has provided $3.9 billion in federal funding to British Columbia, 
through the New Building Canada Fund (NBCF), the federal Gas Tax 
Fund, and the GST rebate for municipalities (Infrastructure Canada, 
2014b). The NBCF Disaster Mitigation Infrastructure category funds the 
construction, modification, reinforcement, or relocation of  public 
infrastructure that mitigates potential damage from natural hazards, 
including impacts or events related to climate change (Infrastructure 
Canada, n.d.-a; n.d.-b). Resources from the Gas Tax Fund are also 
available for disaster mitigation, as well as water, wastewater, and 
community energy infrastructure projects (Infrastructure Canada, 2014c). 

The NBCF’s Provincial and Territorial Infrastructure Component (PTIC) 
forms the backbone of  the NBCF funding dedicated to municipal 
infrastructure projects (Infrastructure Canada, n.d.-b). Provinces receive a 
set allocation of  the NBCF. Municipalities are invited to apply on a 
specific project basis, but must be partnered with their province. 
Decisions about which projects are funded are made jointly by the 
province and the federal government, and the projects must be 
nationally and regionally significant. The PTIC makes no guarantees 
about the proportion of  funds dedicated to municipal infrastructure 
(FCM, 2014). In addition, this federal share is capped at 33 per cent of  
total project costs, and municipalities are not free to use their Gas Tax 
Fund investments to cover their share (Ibid.). The Federation of  
Canadian Municipalities noted that the matching contribution 
requirement’s potential to skew budgets in larger municipalities, as well 
as the lack of  a coherent long-term strategy for municipal infrastructure 
needs, represent important flaws of  the NBCP (FCM, 2015).

Additional federal funds are available through the National Disaster 
Mitigation Program  (NDMP) and the Green Municipal Fund. The 
NDMP is specifically allocated for flood mapping, mitigation planning, 
and small structural mitigation projects (Public Safety Canada, 2015b). 
Provinces must apply to the federal government and are then in charge 
of  distribution. The Green Municipal Fund, endowed by the federal
 government but administered by the FCM, provides grants and loans 
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for sustainable community development, including infrastructure capital 
projects that will improve environmental performance in municipal 
energy, waste, or water (Environment and Climate Change Canada, 
2014). The Gas Tax Fund is similarly administered by UBCM in an 
agreement with the federal government (Infrastructure Canada, 2014a).

Despite the increases in federal transfers brought by the initiation of  the 
New Deal and its successors, these still only make up a very small 
proportion of  local government expenditures (McMillan, 2004). In 2009, 
federal transfers to British Columbia local governments amounted to 
$281 million, compared with $5.5 billion in provincial-municipal transfers 
(Statistics Canada, 2011). According to the FCM, within which 
Vancouver chairs the Big City Mayors’ Caucus, the current federal effort 
is insufficient (FCM, 2015b). Similarly, UBCM (2013) indicated that levels 
of  provincial fiscal support to municipalities are not enough to 
counteract the inelasticity of  municipal own-source revenues to 
economic change and growth. It passed a resolution in 2015 calling on 
the province to allocate a minimum of  60 per cent of  NBCF funds to 
municipalities (UBCM, 2015a), up from the current 40 per cent (UBCM, 
2015b).

In their 2015 “Municipal Infrastructure and Transportation Policy 
Statement,” FCM issued a strong call for a nationally-coordinated 
infrastructure strategy led by the federal government that would pro-
vide increased long-term, predictable, and dedicated funding (FCM, 
2015b). The Statement explicitly spoke of  the need for a municipal 
climate change adaptation fund. Vancouver’s Mayor Gregor Robertson, 
on behalf  of  the Big City Mayors’ Caucus, called in June of  2015 for the 
federal government to increase funding for Canada’s infrastructure (The 
Canadian Press, 2015; Bennett, 2015). This paper now turns to an 
examination of  New York City’s Hurricane Sandy Recovery and 
Resiliency effort, embedded in the broader institutional context, to 
determine exactly how this might be achieved. What emerges is an 
explanation that highlights the importance of  historical federal-municipal 
policy in allowing New York City to gain discretion over a large amount
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of  federal funding for infrastructure improvement. 

New York City’s Post-Sandy Recovery & Resiliency Effort

Sources of  Funding 

The City of  New York’s Sandy Funding Tracker provides a breakdown 
of  federal funding for Sandy Recovery (New York City, 2015c). The total 
federal amount is $15.4 billion, representing approximately 72 per cent of  
the total assessed need for storm recovery (New York City, 2015a). This 
level of  federal funding far surpasses the federal-municipal transfers to 
British Columbia. Of  the $15.4 billion, $13 billion is administered by the 
City itself, with the remainder administered by federal agencies. The two 
largest sources of  City-administered aid are Federal Emergency 
Management Agency Public Assistance (FEMA-PA) grants and the 
Community Development Block Grant Disaster Relief  (CDBG-DR) 
program. FEMA-PA provides for the repair, replacement or restoration 
of  damaged publicly-owned facilities, as well as improving the resiliency 
of  damaged City infrastructure to future damage from flooding and 
natural disasters (New York City, 2015b). Similar to the NBCF, FEMA 
grants Public Assistance funds to the state, which in turn distributes 
them to municipal applicants (FEMA, 2015). New York City anticipates 
a total of  $8.4 billion to be awarded through FEMA-PA (New York City, 
2015c).

More relevant for the purposes of  this analysis is the $4.21 billion 
Congress allotted the City of  New York through the CDBG-DR 
program (Ibid.). The CDBG is provided by the US Department of  
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Flexible Disaster Relief  pro-
gram funds are made available directly to units of  general local 
government for efforts involving infrastructure and prevention of  
further damage to affected areas of  presidentially-declared disasters (US 
HUD, n.d.). A unique feature of  CDBG grants is their high degree of  
local discretion and control over program selection and allocation of  
funds (Handley, 2008). This is in contrast with Canadian federal 
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infrastructure grants, which as described above are channeled through 
federal-provincial and tripartite agreements, and are restricted to specific 
purposes. New York City is itself  administering 85.5 per cent of  the total 
federal funding allocated for Sandy recovery.

Comparative Institutional Landscapes

Home Rule 

At first glance, it may appear as though Vancouver and New York City 
face similar institutional contexts: federal systems based on the principle 
of  dual sovereignty in which local government is under the purview of  
the province/state rather than the federal government. However, under 
Article 9 of  the state constitution, New York is a “home rule” state. 
Local governments are authorized by state law to conduct their own 
affairs with limited interference by the state government (Zimmerman, 
2008). Bish and Clements (2008) state that British Columbia 
municipalities have more independent corporate authority than those 
in any other province, with an operating framework close to home rule. 
Smith and Stewart (2004) echo this sentiment, describing the passing of  
the Local Government Act and the Community Charter (which 
recognizes municipalities as an order of  government) as a significant step 
in the direction of  home rule. However, they specify that British 
Columbian municipalities have never fully progressed to home rule 
status because British Columbia maintains final authority over property 
tax rates. In addition, the Charter’s prohibition on downloading does not 
extend to the situation in which the province simply offloads a service 
altogether. Instead, as they explain, Vancouver has remained a ‘strong 
beaver,’ with a broad range of  formal authority to set agendas, formulate 
policy, and influence decision-making, yet still constrained in how it can 
control its own economic resources.

Historical Institutionalization of  the Federal-Municipal Relationship 

Gerston (2007) describes the federal-local fiscal linkage as a staple in 
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American politics. This relationship dates back to the 1960s when 
Congress sought to take responsibility for the redistribution of  wealth in 
order to tackle the social and economic problems of  low-income 
individuals throughout the country (Peterson, 1995; Handley, 2008; 
Zimmerman, 2008). Federal grants-in-aid ballooned throughout the 
second half  of  the 20th century, emphasizing national standards over 
states’ rights (Gerston, 2007). Categorical grants went directly from 
Washington DC to local governments for specific purposes (Ibid.). 
Zimmerman (2008) reports that 23 of  38 federal grant programs enacted 
between 1961 and 1967 bypassed states entirely. These fostered strong 
political ties between local members of  Congress, federal bureaucrats and 
local government officials (Gerston, 2007). The dual sovereignty 
principle was greatly eroded when the US Supreme Court did not strike 
down the post-war New Deal legislation. Peterson (1995) reports that 
since then, courts have shied away from reviewing matters on which 
Congress can spend money, meaning the grant-in-aid programs have 
rarely been subject to judicial review. 

Categorical grants were amalgamated into block grants beginning in 1971 
with the CDBG and continuing under the Reagan administration. Block 
grants are funds for general use with few conditions and a high degree of  
fungibility (Gerston, 2007; Handley, 2008). It was during this period that 
the federal-municipal relationship institutionalized in the previous decade 
began to take on the feature of  broad local discretion over the spending 
of  the allocations (Gerston, 2007). Responsibility and decision-making 
for program administration was shifted to lower government levels, 
reducing federal involvement (Handley, 2008). Predictably, the availability 
of  funding from sources other than the state began to weaken control of  
state governments over local entities (Gerston, 2007). Large cities such as  
New York were able to make their political influence felt in Washington, 
and were organizationally strong enough to handle the complexities of  
administering the programs without state assistance (Elazar, 1984 in 
Handley, 2008). State-local ties reemerged in the 1980s and 1990s as 
Congress clawed back federal grant-in-aid programs in an effort to limit 
government spending (Gerston, 2007), but this did not undo the 
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foundation for federal-local relationships that had previously been laid.

A historically institutionalized federal-local relationship does not exist 
for Canadian municipalities. Contrary to the US, the 1970s in Canada 
were characterized by the failure of  the federal government’s attempt to 
formalize this relationship via the Ministry of  State for Urban Affairs 
(MSUA). MSUA was intended to coordinate federal urban policies across 
the nation, serving as the Canadian response to the same urban crisis 
that gripped American cities throughout this period (Stoney & Graham, 
2009). This intent was not well-received by the provinces, whose 
withdrawal of  support ultimately led to the Ministry’s demise (Ibid.; 
Spicer, 2011). Opposition to this intrusion on provincial jurisdiction 
became loudest when the Ministry was in its funding and project-partner 
stages, implying that these are two very sensitive areas for the 
provinces (Spicer, 2011). Berdahl (2004, p. 29) describes the MSUA as a 
“failed experiment” that for a long time led to a lack of  coherent 
federal urban strategy. From 1979 until the establishment of  
Infrastructure Canada in 2002, the federal-local relationship featured only 
ad hoc, project-based tri-level agreements that required municipalities to 
get support from higher levels of  government (Stoney & Graham, 2009). 

The establishment of  Infrastructure Canada and the New Deal for 
Canada’s Communities represents the federal government’s most 
formal attempt at a federal-municipal relationship since the dissolution 
of  the MSUA (Ibid.). As the primary program, the NBCF continues to 
be largely characterized by project-based tri-level agreements (though the 
extent to which these can be considered tri-level is debatable since federal 
funds are allocated by province and the terms under which they will be 
distributed are often set out in federal-provincial agreements) 
(Berdahl, 2004). Tri-level agreements can be narrow in focus and fail to 
incorporate a principled strategy for engaging municipal governments 
(Ibid.). As mentioned above, many of  these concerns were expressed by 
the FCM in reference to the NBCP.  
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Feasibility in Vancouver

Much can be inferred from the fact that the Canadian federal 
government attempted the same foray into local government policy as 
the US federal government and failed. In the years since the closing of  
the MSUA, the federal-municipal relationship has continued to be 
mediated by the provinces. Berdahl (2004, p. 38) names the provinces as 
the critical barrier facing the federal government’s institutionalization of  
the federal-municipal relationship, going so far as to refer to Canada’s 
constitutional setup as a “straitjacket.” 

This is essentially a path dependency argument. Kay (2005) describes a 
process as path dependent if  initial moves in one direction elicit further 
moves in that same direction; the trajectory of  change up to a certain 
point will constrain the change after that point. The trajectory of  
failure for direct federal-municipal relations in the wake of  the MSUA 
has constrained the ability of  those relations to take hold in the new era 
of  the New Deal and NBCF. If  the federal government were to respond 
to FCM’s request and implement a municipal climate change adaptation 
fund, or put in place any other policy designed specifically to aid cities 
like Vancouver to address infrastructure adaptation to climate change, it 
is unlikely they would or could do so without provincial involvement. 

This analysis would not be complete without also acknowledging the 
“disaster factor” in influencing the amount of  federal funding available 
for New York City’s recovery and resiliency effort. Though the role of  
the historically strong American federal-municipal relationship cannot 
be denied, it would be difficult to imagine a similar situation if  there had 
been no Hurricane Sandy. Sandy was a presidentially-declared disaster 
that resulted in the death of  American citizens. New York City is home 
to millions of  people. The scale of  the destruction was massive. The US 
federal government had an imperative to provide immediate financial 
assistance, especially in the wake of  its perceived failure to do so after 
Hurricane Katrina (Gerston, 2007). Whether or not Hurricane Sandy was 
definitively caused by climate change, in the public mind the two are
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linked. Sandy is directly responsible for such a large portion of  federal 
funding being earmarked for infrastructure resiliency and protection 
from future storms and climate impacts. 

The sense of  urgency inspired by Sandy is altogether lacking in 
Vancouver’s context. On the one hand, an arguably climate 
change-induced disaster could be the impetus necessary to ground a 
federal-municipal fiscal relationship. On the other hand, Canada’s 
current federal Disaster Financial Assistance Arrangements entail payout 
to the province, which is in charge of  designing, developing, and 
delivering disaster financial assistance to local communities (Public Safety 
Canada, 2015a). This provides yet another indicator of  the unlikelihood 
of  Vancouver accessing funds directly from the federal government. 

Despite the lack of  disaster-inspired urgency, and little historical 
foundation for a federal-municipal relationship, it must be considered 
whether the specific issue of  climate change infrastructure adaptation is 
urgent enough to warrant forging one in the future. After all, the 
American relationship did not always exist as such. Rather, it developed 
over the pressing social policy issues of  the 1960s. It is possible that 
municipalities, especially vulnerable coastal ones such as Vancouver, 
may see the issue of  climate change as comparatively more deserving of  
action than the federal government does. The federal government, after 
all, must manage climate policy in conjunction with a Canadian economy 
heavily reliant on resource extraction. Vancouver has, however, proven in 
the past that it can act as a policy crusader in an a niche area outside its 
traditional authority, circumventing formal limitations (Smith & Stewart, 
2004). The 2002 Vancouver Agreement, spearheaded by the mayor’s 
office, provided a framework for intergovernmental cooperation on 
community health, safety, and socioeconomic development in the 
Downtown East Side, spurred by an HIV and drug addiction crisis. 
(Ibid.; Mason, 2007). Vancouver successfully secured both $10 million 
from the federal government and a flexible funding arrangement that 
allowed it to contribute funding in accordance with its means (rather than 
a proportion fixed at one third) (Mason, 2007). 
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The combination of  the Vancouver Charter and British Columbia’s local 
government legislative scheme, plus a city manager system of  
administrative authority, has enabled Vancouver to maintain a high level 
of  autonomy in urban development policy and planning (Ibid.). 
Therefore, it is not outside of  the City’s policy-influencing capabilities to 
raise climate change to the top of  the intergovernmental agenda. The fact 
that Vancouver does not have home rule status does not appear to limit 
its ability to pursue policy development in the area of  intergovernmental 
relations, even though its fiscal capacity may still be constrained. 
However, the Vancouver Agreement was also a tri-level agreement that 
did not escape the involvement of  the provincial government. Because a 
large portion of  it dealt with health and drug policy, areas under 
provincial jurisdiction, the success of  the Agreement would not have 
been possible without provincial approval. 

Infrastructure is a municipal responsibility, and climate change is an area 
of  concurrent jurisdiction; hence, it suffers to a lesser degree from this 
weakness. Furthermore, the high costs associated with climate change 
infrastructure adaptation in Vancouver and elsewhere may make this 
issue an ideal subject of  Courchene’s (2004) theory of  hourglass 
federalism. Municipal government, or more specifically municipal 
infrastructure, is a starved policy area ripe for increased federal 
involvement. The costs of  climate change infrastructure adaptation will 
only exacerbate the gap that already exists. Courchene cites the municipal 
GST exemption and the Gas Tax Fund as examples of  federal transfers 
for infrastructure that already make up for the lack of  provincial funds. 

However, the GST exemption and the Gas Tax Fund are only two 
components of  the NBCF. As explained above, the Disaster Mitigation 
category of  the PTIC, which is currently the federal government’s main 
effort at helping municipalities adapt their infrastructure to 
climate change, still requires provincial partnership. In designing that pro-
gram, the federal government chose not to pursue a more direct mech-
anism of  transfer to Canadian municipalities. It seems unlikely that any 
new policy specifically devoted to climate change infrastructure
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adaptation would overcome the path dependency on provincial 
involvement. The potential for provincial backlash is an incentive for the 
federal government to avoid exploring options that feature a more direct 
fiscal relationship with municipalities. 

Conclusion

After conducting a review of  municipal relations with the federal and 
provincial governments from a fiscal perspective, McMillan (2004) 
ultimately concluded that enhanced intergovernmental transfers did not 
appear to offer great opportunities for reducing the present fiscal 
pressures on municipalities. The analysis conducted here has produced 
much the same result. The current salience of  the climate change 
adaptation issue does not appear to be able to overcome the province of  
British Columbia’s tight grip over its municipal jurisdiction. As the 
extensive costs of  climate change begin to materialize, there may be a 
trend towards decreased provincial involvement because of  the local 
nature of  climate change impacts. The province may find itself  
ill-equipped to deal with the vastly different effects of  wildfires near 
Kelowna, flooding in Vancouver, and drought in the Okanagan. 
However, any federal program for funding municipal climate change 
infrastructure adaptation is unlikely to cut out British Columbia 
altogether. Vancouver would do better to pursue a funding strategy that 
takes its provincial government into account.
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